PLATE 12.
Shows the manner q^btaining the required thickness of stuff, and proper twist of the rail-pieces, also the face moulds for each respective rail-piece.
To obtain the corresponding points from the parts A B and C, fig. 2, through the given plan, fig, 1, to the parts of figs. 3, 4 and 5. Draw the concave stretch-out, c e, of fig. 1 .(it should be observed that the given plan, figs. 1 and 2, is the same as figs. 1 and 5 of Plate II, also the location of the joints). Erect the perpendiculars from c e, the stretch-out, to c e, the base of fig, 2. Draw the dotted line i, 4, parallel to the part of the base 1 2, 1 3, of the part A; then divide the distance i 4 into any number of parts, as g, e, c, 1 2. Erect perpendiculars from each of those points to n, p, r, s, tj and y, or upper edge of said mould; then draw the chord-line jA, touching the concave points, i, 4, of the part A, of the given plan, fig. 1, and erect perpendiculars from the points/, i, and 4, h; then draw a /parallel to the chord /-A; then take the several distances, i g, g e, and e c, upon the base, i 4, fig. 2, and apply them upon the parallel to the chord, fig. 1, from i to g, g to e, and etoc; then take the. distance ij] and apply said distance from g to /£, e to / and c to d; then erect the several perpendiculars from the chord-line, cutting the points h g f e and d c, upon the parallel to the chord; then take the distance from c to 1, I to 2, and 2 to 4, and apply said distances upon the stretch-out of fig. 1, from c to 1, 1 to 2, and 2 to 4; then draw the lines 1, y, 2, y, and 4, y, and at the point of intersection of said lines to the concave side of the given plan, draw lines from the centre z through said points of intersection to the convex side of the given plan; then erect perpendiculars from the chord and convex side of the given plan, cutting the points 1 2 and b upon the
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